Berkeley Castle Covid 19 - Tenant Update
#35 - November 15, 2020
Be vigilant - The numbers are up and Toronto is in the “Red” group:
At Berkeley Castle, we continue to do as much as we possibly can to make you feel safe when you enter
the complex. This is a reminder that when you come into work, you can do your part:
- Wash your hands often, and EVERTIME you enter (re-enter) the complex.
- Wear your mask as much as possible, it is mandatory in ALL common areas (including inside the
washrooms, and elevators).
- Keep your distance (minimum 2 metres) whenever possible – even with your mask on.
- Clean / disinfect your personal work area regularly.
- Stay at home if you or anyone in your household feels sick.
For details, please read the City of Toronto’s November 13 press release.

CERS - The legislation has been announced:
The federal government has released its long-anticipated draft legislation for the Canada
Emergency Rent Subsidy (CERS) program. We received an explanation of the details from our
accounting firm. Here is a link . I have also attached a pdf for your convenience. This is good news. If
you currently qualify for CEWS, you now also qualify for CERS.

Rebates – does your business qualify for help with fixed costs:
You know your business better than we do, if you qualify for this program, we will happily oblige by
providing all required information regarding your rent related fixed costs.
fixed costs help

Newsletter – BusinessTO:
A weekly newsletter that focuses on available resources and supports to help mitigate the impact of
COVID-19 on Toronto businesses. I have mentioned before that this is a valuable resource, and I
encourage all our tenants to sign up for it. This weeks e-news is particularly informative read this
weeks BusinessTO

Remember how careful you were back in March & April?
START NOW AGAIN, Seriously.
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